
FUTURE LINE 82 MD

End-to-end solutions for passive housing



Petecki Future Line 82 MD windows are designed for state-of-the art low-energy building projects. The standard triple 
glazing units with the heat transfer rated at Ug = 0.5 W/(m²•K) markedly reduce the energy consumption for indoor 

helps eliminate cold bridges across the product’s structure. The excellent thermal insulation performance is combined 

building projects.

Glazing unit
Standard thermal insulating triple
glazing unit with the heat transfer rated
at Ug = 0,5 W/(m²•K). 24 to 52 mm 

Thermal glass spacer
The glass spacers are optionally available 
in thermal insulating polymer and
a choice of 6 colours. Thermal glass 
spacers markedly improve the thermal 

of the window.

Weatherstrips and gaskets
The triple weatherstrip system with 

thermoplastic elastomer materials (TPE). 

plasticity to conform well with the 
structure of a window or door even
at extremely low temperatures. This 
feature improves the air and water 
tightness of the windows.

Steel bracing
The steel bracing integrated with the 
frame and the cold-bent steel braces
in the sash improve the static 
performance, and thus the security and 
durability of the product is much better.

Aesthetic value
A classing design line and unlimited 

window series the choice for almost all 
indoor designs.

Hardware
Roto NT is a series of highly acclaimed 

functional solutions, including: security 
bolts, opening sensors, handle-integrated 
brakes, gradual tilt action, or Tilt First,
an operating action designed with the 
safety of children in mind.

a frame depth of 82 mm and Uf = 1,0 
W/(m²•K) provide maximum protection 
against heat losses with a warranty 
covering a long service life and safety
of use. The deep-set glazing unit 
eliminates cold bridges and condensation 
at the glass edges. The technical 

windows for low-energy and passive 

thickness meets the most stringent Class 
A standards (PN-EN 12608).
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